Simulators Task Group
Wednesday, January 30, 2013
1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. ET
Chair: Lucas Turner, Turner Engineering & Consulting
Meeting notes in Red

1) Call to Order at 1:05 ET
   a) Introduction
   b) Antitrust reminder
   c) Appoint Recording Secretary (Task Group Participant)

2) Review and approve agenda

3) Old Business
   a) W6/T6 Improvements/Suggestions – no new activity, Michael Barclay to forward list of suggestions to Dennis and Robin; no desire expressed on call for a more formal pathway or working group to gather improvements/suggestions.
   b) IG Cavity Width Tolerance in CMAST – consensus to leave it as is in CMAST (simulator controlled tolerance) with more training provided to simulators. NFRC Staff to keep ears open at training events to see if more activity may be needed on this at a later time.

4) New Business
   a) Ballots to review/discuss
      i) NFRC 100 Sightline Definition – requests to add “spacer” and “interior, exterior, or within IG cavity” to Dennis’ recommended definition, which he did during meeting, which led to consensus to submit ballot
      ii) NFRC 100 Cladding Definition – deferred to next meeting
      iii) NFRC 100 Applied Films – consensus to submit ballot, with one exception that there is an incidence of 7mm metric gap width shown as 1/4” width, please investigate further
      iv) NFRC 100 Skylight Size – consensus to ballot change to sections 5.3.4.2 and 5.3.4.3 entirely instead of reiterating the skylight size to be 1200mm x 1200mm for which Table 4-3 already states to eliminate redundancy
   b) 100/200 Definitions vs. NFRC 600 – deferred to next meeting

5) Schedule Next Call – scheduled for Wednesday, Feb. 6th, 1 p.m. Eastern

6) Adjourned at 2:07 ET.